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Working and Playing Together
Simon Morrissey

It is the end of September. 2002. A lot of people  
are standing on pavements in the dark watching  
a parade of everyday peculiarity go past – troops 
and troops of majorettes twirling batons preceded 
by vans with intense flood lights mounted on them 
illuminating their trophies, children with huge 
armatures balanced on their small bodies  
impersonating skyscrapers or aeroplanes, a gang 
of men pretending to be bridesmaids repeatedly 
falling off bicycles. Teenagers are screaming happy 
abuse at them. Massive agricultural trailers crawl 
past pulled by tractors. The trailers are converted 
into floats that range from the fanciful to the full-on. 
They present miniature dramas or dance routines 
featuring stern faced burly local men sweating in 
synchronized formation under the blaze of 
hundreds of light bulbs as the same song pounds 
over and over again. The heat from the lights singes 
your skin as they pass. 

When I say a lot of people I mean a lot. The whole  
town. The main streets through the centre of Frome 
are mobbed with literally thousands of people. 
Everyone is out. The kids are out far too late,  
running round their parents with glow sticks. 
There is an atmosphere of the gentle fraying of 
polite behaviour. 

This is carnival. 

Gallery/Carnival. Art/Community. Two divergent 
spaces? Atmospheres? Agendas? 

The way we conceive of culture is constantly riven 
with divisions, especially around the notions of  
high and low, popular and elitist. And no matter 
how much more complex many of our personal  
cultural choices are (being populated by as many 
ands that span divisions as ors that reinforce them), 
in the broader strokes of social categorization 
polarizations still persist. Such polarizations can 
be particularly specific in a small town like Frome. 
Within the specific micropolitics of Frome culture 
the major division could probably be drawn between 

Frome Festival and the carnival. Celebrating its 
tenth anniversary this year, the festival is distinctly 
middle class in aspiration and claims to have a 
major impact on the town’s economy. In contrast the 
carnival emerged from the shop floors of Frome’s 
factories in the 1920’s and laments dwindling 
support. The new town and the old. 

But nothing is really that simple. Or it doesn’t have 
to be. Six years after witnessing that carnival in 
Frome, Foreground produced its first project.  
Intervention/Decoration was a scattered site  
exhibition featuring seven new commissions that 
took over the fabric of Frome’s town centre for six 
weeks in the late spring of 2008. The exhibition 
made contemporary art visible in the town in a way 
that had not been done before. People immediately 
tried to place Foreground’s activity into one category 
or another. Would we do the same thing again  
people asked? Would we join up with the Festival?

The idea for Independent State emerged from  
precisely those questions. Foreground was  
conceived to be an evolving curatorial platform, 
to develop different curatorial structures through 
which contemporary art could make itself legible in 
places that might genuinely reach a socially diverse 
audience. Repeating ourselves didn’t seem to be 
an option. We needed to find a different mechanism 
to present new commissions, a new platform that 
would create a new context. What would be the 
opposite of Intervention/Decoration? Was there  
a popular mechanism where we could take 
artworks to a ready-made audience? It was staring 
us in the face. Carnival.

Carnival is without doubt one of the most 
distinctive features of Somerset’s cultural identity 
and generates huge popular audiences to witness 
its outpourings of grass roots creativity that can 
range from the truly spectacular to the eccentrically 
amateur. To the uninitiated it can literally take your 
breath away. The scale of some floats and their  
mechanical ingenuity is the physical manifestation 
of the invention and dedication of the people who 
build them and perform on them. The processions 
of articulated behemoths recreating and 



reinventing elements of West End musicals, 
Hollywood films, computer games and pop songs 
that rumble through towns like Glastonbury, 
Bridgewater and Taunton each November burn the 
faces of the crowds of tens of thousands in a blaze of  
electric light and pummel them with sound  
systems that split the chest. It is popular culture as 
physical assault. 

Inspired by a visit to Bristol Rag week, Frome  
Carnival began as the town’s own small Rag started 
by factory workers to raise money for the local  
hospital. The carnival grew steadily into a major 
town institution through the early half of the  
twentieth century dedicated to raising money 
to assuage local hardship. In 1932 the procession 
even included a live elephant loaned by Lord John 
Sanger’s Circus. At its peak the carnival was the 
central community celebration in the town with 
every major employer having a carnival club  
that would create a float or other entry for the  
procession. People worked together all year and 
then prepared to let their hair down and play the 
fool for a good cause.

Frome Carnival is the first carnival in the Somerset 
Carnival season and is one of the smallest in the 
county, yet still generates an audience of over 
20,000 people in a single night. The more intimate 
scale of Frome’s carnival has given it a particular 
personality. Frome’s carnival is less characterized  
by the amazing all-singing, all-dancing assault 
engines of the Guy Fawkes circuit in November  
and this means that the procession is on a more 
human scale, physically blurring the boundaries 
between procession and crowd. The carnival’s past 
has always been characterized by eccentric walking 
entries and slapstick humour. Books on the history 
of Frome feature archive photographs of entries 
such as the top-hatted Jesse Gay and his carnival 
elephant from the early 1920’s - all crumpled grey 
cloth, pretend tusks and the trousered legs of men 
under the disguise - and The Katchem Quick Kops 
who terrorised carnival crowds from the 1960s to 
the 1980s with truncheon charges and their adapted 
Austin 7 that would career toward the crowd, 
explode, and spring apart on demand.

The more human scale of Frome carnival made 
the idea of commissioning artists to create new 
works specifically for that context seem possible. 
The carnival also provided the seed for the focus 
of the commissions. The history of the carnival, its 
perseverance as a community-enabled event  
dedicated to raising money to assuage local  
hardship, its eccentricity – this all reflects the  
particularly independent character of Frome.  
This independence is evident in the town’s  
disproportionate amount of entrepreneurship, 
independently-owned shops, and community-led 
cultural activity for a town of its size – from the 
Frome FM radio station to the Festival. It is a town 
that has emerged from the doldrums through the 
effort of its own community. And so the idea to 
explore what makes us feel socially distinctive  
and in control of our culture as individuals and 
communities emerged. 

The three artists commissioned for Independent 
State – Edwina Ashton, Bob & Roberta Smith and 
Matt Stokes, were invited not only to make works 
specifically for carnival as a platform, but also to  
produce the work as the majority of carnival entries 
are made - with groups of local people who come 
together to produce and then perform their entries. 

Ashton, Smith and Stokes’ practices operate in  
distinctly different ways, but each intersected with 
the structures and character of carnival to suggest 
the artists had the potential to slip within it as much 
as intervene in it.

Edwina Ashton’s videos, performances and  
drawings create oblique and absurd concoctions 
of character and narrative. Her work shares the 
peculiarly dark magic of offbeat children’s classics 
like The Muppet Show, where people interact with 
talking puppet animals and cartoonish curiosities 
without batting an eyelid, and where the 
superficially playful surface hides serious concerns 
with how we construct our own identity and cope 
with its vulnerability within the pressures of society.
Ashton’s concerns come to life in hilarious fashion 
in her videos and performances which feature 
people constrained within awkward costumes made 

from everything from sleeping bags, old hosiery 
and coat hangers to recycled jumpers. With the 
deliberately thrown-together nature of her aesthetic, 
her love of the eccentric and her offbeat humour, 
Ashton seemed made for carnival.

Bob & Roberta Smith regularly fuses humour and 
serious politics into an egalitarian art that uses the 
skills of the sign writer, pop group and workshop 
leader to cajole his audience into a celebratory  
but often acerbic campaign for more art and more  
democracy in our society. 

With his accessible forms and delivery located 
somewhere between slapstick comedian and political  
polemicist, Smith’s work often crosses the line  
between specialist art audiences and popular culture.  
Hand painted signs extolling people to make their 
own art, or deriding politicians, or campaigning for 
people to shop local or plant lavender continually  
reinforce the idea that the personal is political -  
that we either choose self-determination or choose 
to ignore our own ability to shape our own culture.  
As a prime example of self-initiated culture in a 
town replete with it, carnival seemed to provide  
a potentially fascinating testing ground for  
Smith’s rhetoric.

In contrast to Smith’s polemical outpourings, Matt 
Stokes’ work is marked by the study of other people’s 
culture, by a form of anthropological enquiry that 
circulates around an interest in events or informal 
movements that bind people together. 

Stokes’ works begin with a research process that  
immerses him in the social structures of the scene 
he is working with, which then result in films,  
installations and event-based works. These works 
hold collaboration at the centre of both their structure 
and philosophy, often being made directly with the 
people from the social group the work celebrates. 
His films and events can produce moments of 
peculiar beauty through the juxtaposition of form 
and content and from transporting the intensities of 
little-known underground scenes into new forms.

For Stokes, the idea of making work directly and  
collectively with members of the public was 
nothing new whereas, on the other extreme, 

Edwina Ashton had only ever twisted the arm of 
friends and family to bring the cobbled-together 
animals and insects in her videos to life.

Stokes started the process of working out what 
might be possible in Frome by trying to meet what 
seemed like just about every organized amateur 
and enthusiast group in the town - from the  
radio-controlled aeroplane enthusiasts to Frome 
Drama Club. However, music subcultures have 
been central to the development of his recent 
projects, which have focused on these scenes’ ability 
to shape lifestyle, beliefs, and create a collective  
identity. The discovery of a thriving hardcore scene 
amongst the musical landscape of Frome may appear  
a surprising cultural output for a small Somerset 
town and it immediately attracted Stokes’ attention.  

Occasionally in previous works the artist has 
brought together people from disparate groups or  
with unexpected combinations of interests to great 
effect, as in Sacred Selections, where Stokes worked 
with church organists to reinterpret niche music 
genres such as Happy Hardcore and Death Metal 
for the pipe organ. Stokes decided he wanted to 
work with Frome’s hardcore scene and to persuade 
them to collaborate with a distinctly separate 
group. Given his personal experience of working 
as a blacksmith’s assistant after leaving art college, 
Stokes was strongly drawn to working with local 
blacksmiths and bringing the two groups together to 
create some sort of monument that would be pulled 
through the carnival. Thus started the involved 
process of befriending bands, fans, promoters, 
blacksmiths and metalworkers to bring the some-
what incongruous marriage to life. 

The interconnected nature of small communities 
perhaps makes such things more possible. It also 
meant that although Stokes did not work with the 
many groups he initially met during his research 
process, some of those individuals became involved 
in the projects conceived of by Edwina Ashton and 
Bob & Roberta Smith.

Edwina Ashton’s early ideas were full of her offbeat 
humour and inventiveness. The idea quickly 
formed of creating an alternative town population 
of surly, poorly behaved insects. What these insects 



might do was less certain to start with. Perhaps they 
would run shops, or stage protests, or run the tourist 
information office, or collect money for charity, or 
enter their own float in the carnival. What Ashton 
did know was that she would need a willing army 
of helpers – local historians and naturalists, people 
interested in handicrafts and costume, amateur 
dramatics groups or people willing to perform. A 
series of talks and film screenings steadily recruited 
participants including the members of Frome 
Drama Club, who quickly committed to bring 
Ashton’s somewhat madcap vision to life – whatever 
it might end up being.

While Ashton and Stokes engaged in the normal 
round of presentations about their work and 
meetings with local groups to recruit members of 
the public to join them in making their works, the 
events staged by Bob & Roberta Smith to encourage 
people to join him were more like works in their 
own right. 

Inspired by a slightly hazy recollection that old field 
systems were known by descriptive names, Smith 
asked Foreground staff to try and discover whether 
there were any records of the now unused names 
of fields around Frome.  The discovery of antique 
maps of the local area in the town museum provided 
the artist with a wealth of evocative phrases:  
Reeds Drang, Spit Corner, Gibbons Salmon, The 
Mize Maze, Titts Woods. Early July saw Smith  
stage Sing the Field Names of Frome – a workshop 
where local people joined him to make placards  
of the field names and form a ragged, improvised 
choir to sing deliberately discordant, intoxicatingly  
manic arrangements of the field names to an  
accompaniment by local musicians.

From this workshop the idea emerged of a 
something between a protest march and sung 
celebration of the field names of Frome being 
Smith’s contribution to the carnival. The Carnival 
Fun Day, a jamboree of stalls and entertainment 
staged in the town park by the Carnival Committee 
later in July to raise funds for the carnival, formed a 
perfect occasion for the artists to present their ideas 
directly to those involved in organizing carnival 
and to a broad cross section of the general public. 
The artists set up in an encampment of black 

gazebos surrounded by Independent State signs and 
bedecked in bunting amongst the talent contests 
and barbeque stalls. 

But whereas Stokes and Ashton attempted to slip 
amongst the locals to recruit collaborators, Smith 
had become fascinated by the relationship between 
how he might see the town’s culture as incomer/ 
outsider and how the townspeople might see 
their own culture. Roaming the Funday with a  
microphone Smith interviewed everyone from 
town criers to German immigrants questioning  
them on what they thought Frome’s culture was and  
attempting to persuade the people he questioned 
to sing the field names of Frome. He had begun to 
make The Bob and Roberta Smith Field Recordings 
of Frome.

Edwina Ashton’s project had by this time found its 
form. Fascinated by the floats she had seen on  
research trips to other Somerset carnivals, Ashton 
was determined to create her own float. The 
magnitude of this task soon became apparent as we 
discussed the logistics with existing and disbanded 
carnival clubs. Floats begin life as agricultural  
trailers, before having platforms, sets and props 
built on them, electrical systems installed on them, 
lighting, mechanical parts. The possibility of building 
one in 2 months was greeted with incredulity 
amongst the carnival community, who normally 
build their floats incrementally over an entire year 
– that was if we could even acquire the right type of 
trailer in time.

But within a context where audiences for the  
carnival have remained consistently high in recent 
years whilst participation in it has dwindled, we 
found ourselves on the receiving end of considerable 
goodwill from the carnival community for 
introducing the artists’ projects. And Ashton’s 
undaunted enthusiasm was more than infectious. 
Word emerged of a disbanded carnival club looking 
to sell their float. Within days the award winning 
Stars & Stripes float previously of Clogs Carnival 
Club (disbanded) was ours – a hulking 30-foot long 
trailer replete with platforms, canopy, Statue of 
Liberty effigy and massive Uncle Sam head.

The sheer scale of the float, which was also over 
14 foot high, necessitated a huge space to house it 
and Ashton and her small army of helpers were 
installed in a hanger-like unit in an area of Frome’s 
industrial estate fittingly called Ashton Park. Here 
they began the long process of transforming the 
old float into a Victorian naturalist’s study complete 
with giant books, huge revolving top-hatted  
gentleman’s head, giant tea cups and slices of cake. 
Not to mention creating almost 20 costumes for the 
performers who would improvise the study being 
overtaken by unruly insects during the carnival 
procession and invade the crowd gathering money.

Meanwhile Matt Stokes’ idea to bring Frome’s  
hardcore scene and blacksmiths together was  
seeming more possible. Stokes met repeatedly with 
local bands and fans with a proposition – if they 
were to design a monument to celebrate their scene 
what would it look like? Slowly ideas started to 
cohere together. There was a strong desire for the 
object to be abstract rather than representational,  
for it to represent the organic nature of the hard-
core, metal and punk scene in Frome, and the way 
in which the scene was bound together through 
social connections and mutual support. 

By mid-August Stokes had designed the sculpture 
– a growth of conjoined icosahedrons welded from 
steel-plate, and bound together with steel rope 
that would be forged by local blacksmiths and the 
artist to create an abstract sculptural symbol for the 
rhizomic nature of collaborative creativity. Stokes 
had also conceived of a way to bring the two groups 
together to make the sculpture. Stokes borrowed the 
forge-in structure common in blacksmithing circles 
- where blacksmiths come together to share skills 
and to make work communally - and combined it 
with the idea of a mini hardcore music festival to 
create the weekend long event The Forge-in Festival. 

The Forge-in Festival would see the blacksmiths 
initiate the construction of the sculpture live in 
front of the public accompanied by the clamor of 
live performances by the local hardcore bands. With 
the festival set for early September, Stokes worked 
with local blacksmith Richard Jones, a national 
competition champion, to recruit blacksmiths 
and work out the logistics of the forge-in. Jones’ 

participation was key in validating Stokes’ ideas 
within blacksmithing circles and opened doors to 
all the blacksmithing equipment needed to stage 
the forge-in through his links with the Blacksmiths 
Guild in Devon. 

Weeks of lobbying resulted in 17 blacksmiths from 
Frome, Bath, throughout Dorset, and as far away  
as London, congregating on the weekend of the  
12th and 13th of September to begin to realise the 
sculpture. The Forge-in Festival epitomized the way  
the voluntary contributions of the participants in 
Independent State allowed the artists’ ambitious 
projects to come to life. Staged in fields behind 
Frome Youth Club, almost every element of the 
festival was realized through donations of time 
and equipment from the ever-extending family 
of people involved in the project - from the forge 
equipment to the PA system, the huge half-pipe 
skateboard ramp built by the Scholefield family, the 
time given by the blacksmiths, the bands, the artists 
and craft enthusiasts who began fabricating the 
bunting and flags that would accompany the  
sculpture as it was paraded through the carnival. 
The sun blazed down and anvils rang with  
blows from the blacksmiths’ hammers in direct 
competition with the onslaught and screamed  
vocals of the hardcore bands. More people  
volunteered to help finish the project. Prompted by 
a neighbour who was working with Edwina Ashton 
on her float Adrian Beale, a long distance lorry  
driver, arrived at the festival with his black 
Mitsubishi Warrior pick-up truck – exactly 
what Stokes wanted to pull the sculpture through 
the carnival.

By mid-September the unit at Ashton Park was not 
only housing the production of Edwina Ashton’s 
float but also Matt Stokes’ evolving sculpture. Bob & 
Roberta Smith had also resolved the way he would 
deliver his Field Recordings of Frome – a flotilla of 
mobile broadcast units: four tricycles surmounted 
with Smiths’ signature signs and battery-powered 
tannoy systems to croak out the field recordings like 
pedal-powered political campaign vehicles.  

The evolving cartoon exuberance of Ashton’s float, 
with its massive props and pink canopy punctuated 
with over 400 light bulbs sat in sharp contrast to  



the hard crystalline mass of Stokes’ developing  
steel sculpture. The unit at Ashton Park was a  
constant hive of activity with tens of participants  
in the building at any one time working across the  
three projects.

As the pace of production intensified and the sheer 
number of hurdles left to get over dawned on all 
involved as the carnival approached, so did the 
participants determination to complete the artists’ 
projects against the clock. Individuals began to  
work with more than one artist on more than one 
project. Sound systems were found. The backlog of 
welding needed on Stokes’ sculpture was taken 
over by Caged, who built roll cages in the unit next 
door. People worked late into the night to complete 
Ashton’s mass of props and costumes. Trailers were 
found and converted to carry Stokes’ sculpture. 
Metal armatures were fabricated overnight for 
Smiths’ tannoys to be mounted high above his 
tricycles. Tractor-owning builders were found to 
pull Ashton’s float.

The morning of September 26th, the day of the 
carnival, saw Ashton’s float, Smith’s tricycles and 
Stokes’ sculpture on the verge of completion. A day 
of frantic preparation to take the works through  
the carnival lay ahead – test rides, sound checks,  
costume fittings, generator tests, and the small 
task of getting a third of a tonne of steel sculpture 
past Ashton’s float and onto its trailer (Caged to the 
rescue again). 

By the time the carnival was completed Ashton 
and Stokes would be the proud recipients of second 
prizes in the Comic and Decorated Trolley or Cart 
categories respectively and Stokes for one would 
have been awake for almost 48 hours.

It had been arranged with the Carnival Committee  
that the Independent State projects were to be  
strategically placed within the carnival procession. 
Bob & Roberta Smith’s Field Recordings of Frome 
were to be ridden at the head of the procession, away 
from the loud soundtracks of the other floats as 
self-reflexive three-wheeled heralds, broadcasting 
the sound of interviews with local residents and 

them singing the field names back to the towns-
people to announce the carnival’s imminent arrival. 

Matt Stokes’ Voice|Hand|Hammer|Fire was to be 
placed in the centre of the procession, right amongst 
the majorette troops and the main floats to provide 
the strongest contrast to its explosive hardcore 
soundtrack and still, sculptural form. Edwina  
Ashton’s float Who’s drinking your tea Sir? You Sir! 
would bring up the rear of the procession, a last 
blast of flamboyance and absurdity to close the  
celebration, her mini insect army tasked directly 
with agitating the crowd to part with as much  
money as possible to support the carnival charity.

As the official start time of 7pm beckoned, the 
crowds thickened along the procession route and 
the tension mounted at the assembly point amongst 
the performers and Carnival Committee. Smith’s 
four riders - all local cycling fanatics - mounted their  
tricycles and hared off to ride out in advance of the 
carnival. The simple action of Smith’s cyclists 
pushing off through the expectant crowd as the 
carnival began was an act of (almost) accidental 
anarchic defiance. According to the rather arcane 
etiquette of carnival protocol, no carnival entry is 
allowed to take to the carnival route before the float 
bearing that year’s Carnival Queen.

As they pedaled furiously onto Butts Hill and  
the beginning of the official carnival route - their  
Bob & Roberta Smith painted signs and tannoys 
bobbed about like top-heavy sails on rough seas 
boasting the legends ‘The Field names of Frome’, 
‘Mobile Broadcasting Unit’, ‘Celebrate the wonderful  
language and landscape of Somerset’ - they wove 
speedily between carnival officials attempting to 
stop them riding the route. The cyclists plunged on 
through the milling crowd, their tannoys squawking  
out the peculiar cadences of their discordant  
renditions of the names of the local landscape long 
forgotten. Once past the officials they made their 
way to fixed points along the route where the trikes 
were to be parked to continue broadcasting 
Smith’s soundtrack amongst the crowd throughout 
the night, filling the lulls between floats and 
marching bands.

The departure of Stokes and Ashton’s projects could 
not have been more dissimilar. For a large entry in 
a fixed position with the carnival procession, the 
point of departure is almost incremental. The hours 
of waiting in the long line of parked military  
vehicles, floats, lounging marching bands and 
fidgeting majorettes ends with a slow movement 
forward from the entry in front. The line rolls 
forward at walking pace, 500 yards takes a lifetime 
to cover and then you see the crowds lining the 
streets as the sky darkens to night.

Stokes’ Voice|Hand|Hammer|Fire perhaps departed 
the most from the conventions of carnival entries. 
Whereas Smith’s mobile field units bore passing 
resemblance to the chaotic spirit of the clowns or 
brides on wonky bikes that might tease the crowd 
at any carnival in Somerset and Ashton’s float took 
the mainstay of carnival to her own eccentric excess, 
Stokes’ entry was like a dark rupture in the colour 
and light of the procession.

Escorted by the artist and flag carrying  
collaborators, Voice|Hand|Hammer|Fire also evoked 
Frome’s industrial past. Frome’s Singers Foundry 
had produced statues as famous as Justice for the 
Old Bailey and Boadicea for Westminster Bridge  
in London in the nineteenth century. In a  
contemporary reversal of when these statues left 
Frome pulled out of town up the steep hill of  
Bath Street by horses, Stokes’ sculpture was pulled  
into the centre of town behind the prowling black 
Warrior pick-up. Tied onto its low trailer with thick 
hawsers, the floodlit sculpture glistened like a fallen 
meteorite being shown off as a magical talisman. 
The work created a sort of vacuum around itself, 
the crowd silenced either by the ceremony of the  
escorted object - which oscillated between the 
mournful and the defiant - or stunned into attention 
by the pounding hardcore soundtrack that blasted 
from the PA system strapped into the back of the 
Warrior. The sound of the local bands - from the  
anthemic Landscapes, through the assault of All 
Guns Blazing and the teenage rawness of Rejected 
Faith to the cinematic soundscapes of Bear Fights 
Fire’s mix of electronica, hardcore and brass -  
ricocheted off the walls of the houses and shops as 
the carnival wove its way through the town centre.  
Along the way the sculpture was cheered by groups 

of young fans and carnival goers exhilarated by 
the works sheer contrast to its context. But as 
Voice|Hand|Hammer|Fire made its way through the 
very centre of Market Place its caustic ceremony 
stilled the noise of the crowd as it slipped darkly on.

The same somewhat awed reserve that greeted 
Stokes’ work from the majority of the carnival 
crowd did not greet Ashton’s Who’s drinking your 
tea Sir? You Sir! Although Ashton had on the 
surface created a classic Somerset carnival float 
with its themed set and performers, its lights and 
soundtrack, her work turned the strict conventions 
of float performances on their head.  Whereas a 
conventional float would feature a strictly 
choreographed dance routine to an endlessly 
repeated single song, or a tableau where 
performers stand frozen in a single pose for the 
duration of the carnival, Ashton’s float blared out a 
throbbing patchwork of music that oscillated wildly, 
whilst her performers ran amok without  
choreography or restriction. A mash-up of the  
rumbling psychobilly of The Cramps to the organic 
electronic discordance of Aphex Twin heralded 
the arrival of Ashton’s lumbering green and pink 
confection as it spread its mischievousness through 
the crowd. In effect a mobile mechanized theatrical 
tableau over 30 feet long, the float is Ashton’s most 
ambitious work to date. Under the blaze of  
hundreds of light bulbs Ashton’s poorly behaved 
bugs gyrated their candlewick-clad backsides, or  
ran amok amongst the massive remnants of the 
Victorian naturalist’s afternoon tea, whilst other  
insects smoked in louche fashion in the faces of 
small children or assaulted the crowd for money 
with their coat-hanger legs.

The outright oddity of Ashton’s scraps-box 
surrealism and the slapstick behaviour of her 
performers had more than a natural synergy with 
the cobbled-together amateur dramatics of many 
other entries in carnivals past and present. The 
crowd embraced Ashton’s mischievous insects 
with warm familiarity, allowing them to lace their 
riotous antics through the crowd - the shambling 
performers ambushed by groups of children as 
often as they attempted to disrupt the on-lookers. 



As the top-hatted-and-tailed-figure of local builder 
Clive Baker crawled his tractor through the town 
centre the bugs cavorted and turned the evening 
upside down to the tumbling surf guitar twang of 
The Cramps Human Fly.

In a single evening almost 2000 hours of preparation  
by the participants was over. A mixture of sweat 
and jubilation infused the unit at Ashton Park when 
the participants and artists regrouped there after 
the procession had dispersed to party into the night. 
Independent State had brought together more than 
200 participants from Frome and further afield 
across all age ranges and from all backgrounds - from 
the unemployed, students, tradesmen and  
professionals. Matt Stokes’ project mixed professional 
and retired blacksmiths with teenage musicians, 
social workers and shop workers, students and long 
distance lorry drivers. Edwina Ashton’s project 
mixed school children, housewives, psychiatrists, 
builders, local artists, amateur dramatic 
performers from all walks of life, and art students. 
Bob & Roberta Smith’s project mixed picture 
framers, community development workers, 
schoolchildren, the retired, music archivists 
and teachers.

The majority of the participants had never entered 
carnival before or worked with a contemporary  
artist, but the collision of the eccentric charms of 
one of the most significant community celebrations 
in the town’s calendar and the artists’ distinctive 
visions got beneath their skin. For a brief period 
the people who made up the artists projects created 
something truly distinctive. They built a temporary 
community of new friendships around a common 
purpose - a space of excitement, humour, 
determination and innovation from the fusion of 
two apparently mutually exclusive cultures. They 
had fused the intensely real social value found in the 
communal endeavour that makes up carnival with 
the way the best contemporary art reconstructs our  
preconceptions into stimulating new cultural forms. 

One summer in their small Somerset town they 
built an Independent State. Working and 
playing together.

Edwina ashtoN
Who’s drinking your tea Sir? You Sir!

Made witH

Isobel Adderley, Annie Aldham, Max Atkins, Jack Aylward,
Clive Baker, Olivia Barnes, Claire Beale, Milo Brennan,

Anna Brindle, Keith Brindle, Felix Byrne, Tom Cant,
Fiona Cassidy, Sandra Clayson, Jasmine Coe, Jenny Collins,
Lucy Drane, Cecilia Dumont, Jessica Edney, Helen Fenton,

Nigel Fenton, Lizzie French, Martin George, Polly George,
Joe Gower, Callum Grant, Kate Griffiths, Lucia Harley,
Maria Higgins, Chloe Higgins, Geoff Hunt, Alex Joseph,

Tom Kemp, Jo Kirk, Emily Kranic, Dawn Lippiatt,
Georgina Luck,Ben Marshall Corser, Jane Massey,

Cherish Maxwell, Zoe McElya, Francis Moore, Kate Moore,
Lucy Ormerod, Jon Pendleton, Laura Phillips, Elsie Plimmer,

Jo Plimmer, Kit Poulson, Jenn Riando, Fran Riando, 
Clare Scholefield,Victoria Scudamore, Joe Shoemark, Lesley 
Swinburn, Ed Tucker, Rai Turk, Clare Venables, Holly West, 

Sam West, Ned Whitty, Josh Widdows, Zoe Williams.



















Bob and roberta smitH 
The Bob & Roberta Smith Field Recordings of Frome

Made witH

Isobel Adderley, Mike & Angie Bishop, Fiona Cassidy, 
Jenny Collins, David Davies, Merryne Davies, Jenna Davies,
Geraint Davis, Cecilia Dumont, Polly Ellis, Polly George,

Kate Griffiths, Lucia Harley, Joanna Harvey, Rose Haywood, 
David Herbert, Alex Joseph, Jos Joseph, Lois Kemp, Ruby Kemp, 

Tom Kemp, Reg Ling, Mary Longford, Cherish Maxwell,
Annabel McFadyn, Eva Morrissey, Imi O’Neil, Lucy Ormerod,

Laura Phillips, Mike Ricketts, Tom Ricketts, Clare Scholefield, 
Jude Scholefield, Kate Scholefield, Tristan Scholefield,

Robin Sloan, Louis Walker, Sholto Walker, Nick Waterhouse, 
Eddie Young. 













Matt  stokeS 
Voice | Hand | Hammer | Fire

Made witH

The Bands
All Guns Blazing, Bear Fights Fire, Doctor Nut, Kingstem,
Landscapes, Meier, Once Were Warriors, Rejected Faith,

The Dead Life, Up The Rebels

The Blacksmiths
John Bellamy, James Blunt Smith, Simon Grant Jones,

Richard Jones, Keith Mahoney, Sam Morgan, Alan Patterson,
Jez Pearson, Ken Pilbrow, Chris Salpin, Rob Salt,

Kieran Sherring, Shelly Thomas, Martin Thorpe, Andy Thearle, 
Jason Balchin, Rebecca Therrien.

and
Will Angelero, Chris Applegate, Max Atkins, Adrian Beale, 

Andrew Bengry-Howell, Dan Biggaine, Karl Bos, Liz Bowley, 
Harry Brassington, Nina Camacho, Dan Chaventre,

Sandra Clayson, Pete Darby, Kit Denison, Max Evans,
Brin Frost, Joe Gower, Alex Joseph, Jesse Mitchell,

Jane Morrison, Tom Peplar, Mark Player, Tristan Scholefield, 
Magnus Scholefield, Dylan Scholefield, Sam Smith, Tom Smith, 

Phil Squance and colleagues at Caged, Sam Stephenson, 
Spam Stewart, Olly Tipper (AKA DJ Mad Apple), Nick Wilcox, 

Philip Wilson, Andy Wrintmore.























Thanks
The curators are grateful to the many people who helped make Independent State a reality: 

The artists for their ambition and dedication in the creation of the artworks and all the participants who gave their 
time and enthusiasm with such dedication to bring them to life. 

Our small but highly dedicated project team, many of whom worked on a voluntary basis with 
great professionalism: Lucy Drane, Kate Gordon, Lucia Harley, Milo Brennan, Joe Gower, Kit Poulson, 

Laura Phillips, Kate Griffiths, Fiona Cassidy and Lucy Ormerod. Our Arts Awards students who worked so hard 
on the projects and their own portfolios: Isobel Adderley, Zoe Mcelya, Alex Joseph, Olivia Barnes, Lizzie French, 

Cecilia Dumont, Polly George, Victoria Scudamore, Annie Aldham. 

Daren Newman at Funnel Creative for the project’s distinctive identity. Charlie Thomas for slipping in unnoticed 
and producing such exceptional documentary photographs of the spirit of generosity and friendship that brought 

the project to life. Ed Tucker for documenting the production period on film.

Councillors Alvin Horsfall and Duncan Fisken for their generous support through the Local Initiatives Budget at 
Somerset County Council.  Rob Jones and Polly Davis of County Arts Services, Somerset County Council. Mandy 

Berry and Paul Chadwick of the Economy Group, Somerset County Council. Regis Cochfert of Paul Hamlyn 
Foundation. Tessa Fitzjohn of Arts Council England, South West. Ernest Cook Trust for their funding of the Arts 

Award. Gavin Eddy of Forward Space for his ongoing provision of office & storage space, events hosting & advocacy.

June Barnes, Alison Edney, Keith Berry, Mike Bishop, Angie Bishop, and all members of Frome Carnival 
Committee for all their advice and support. 

For their pivotal assistance on Edwina Ashton, Who’s drinking your tea Sir? You Sir!: 
Rai Turk for his advice and issuing of the float’s VSO at short notice, Martin George of the former Clogs Carnival 

Club for his invaluable advice on float building and loan of sound equipment, Clive Baker for being the best dressed 
man with a tractor we know, and Geoff Hunt and Frome Drama Club for bringing the spirit of Edwina’s 

performance alive with such professionalism and enthusiasm. 

For their key roles in the realisation of Matt Stokes Voice | Hand | Hammer | Fire: 
Phillip Wilson, Area Youth Worker at Frome Youth and Community Centre and his team for their cooperation, 

enthusiasm and financial support in organizing the Forge-In, Richard Jones of Dragon Works Forge for all his 
blacksmithing advice, contacts and generosity in time and spirit, the Blacksmiths Guild for the loan of crucial 

equipment, the two Dans (Biggaine & Chaventre) for introducing Matt to the harder end of Frome’s music scene,  
Will Angelero for his steadfast support, PA loans and musical expertise, Brin Frost and Liz Bowley for artist’s 
assistance, The Griffin Public House for the loan of their marquee for the Forge-in, Caged for fork lift truck 

removals and last minute welding, and the individuals, clubs, societies, bands and blacksmiths who took time to 
meet and talk to Matt giving him a sense of Frome and what might be possible here.

For their indispensible roles in making Bob & Roberta Smith’s Field Recordings of Frome a reality: 
The staff of Frome Museum and Alistair MacLeay of Frome Society for Local Study for their help with local 

historical research, Jos Joseph for effortlessly producing the necessary metalwork to adapt the tricycles, 
David Herbert, David Davies, Geraint Davis, and Sholto Walker for running the gauntlet on the bikes, and 

Tristan Scholefield for making the broadcasting system actually work.

The artist’s galleries - Hales Gallery, London, Workplace Gallery, Gateshead and WORKS|PROJECTS, Bristol 

Finally our children Isobel, Eva and Jesse, and our friends and family for their support and involvement.
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Foreground commissioned leading British artists 
Edwina Ashton, Bob and Roberta Smith and Matt Stokes to make 
new artworks with people from Frome for Independent State –  
a major participatory visual art project that celebrated the 

Somerset town’s reputation for independence and its 
distinctive community.

The projects drew together people of all walks of life and  
all ages into intimate groups who, over the summer months  

of 2009, worked directly with the artists to bring their  
distinctive visions to life. The artists’ works, which ranged 

from the investigative to the eccentric, were all conceived as 
interventions into one of the fixtures of the calendar of  
Somerset’s communities – the autumn carnival season.

Culminating in the single evening of Frome’s carnival parade, 
Independent State explored the collaborative creation 

of contemporary art for a popular mass audience beyond 
the gallery.


